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4. Preface 

The scope and objectives of the REALITY project are: 

• Development of design techniques, methodologies and methods for real-time 
guaranteed, energy-efficient, robust and adaptive SoCs, including both digital and 
analogue macro-blocks“ 

 

The Technical Challenges are: 

• To deal with increased static variability and static fault rates of devices and 
interconnects. 

• To overcome increased time-dependent dynamic variability and dynamic fault rates.  

• To build reliable systems out of unreliable technology while maintaining design 
productivity.  

• To deploy design techniques that allow technology scalable energy efficient SoC 
systems while guaranteeing real-time performance constraints. 

 

Focus Areas of this project are: 

• “Analysis techniques” for exploring the design space, and analysis of the system in 
terms of performance, power and reliability of manufactured instances across a wide 
spectrum of operating conditions.  

• “Solution techniques” which are design time and/or runtime techniques to mitigate 
impact of reliability issues of integrated circuits, at component, circuit, architecture 
and system (application software) design. 

The REALITY project has started its activities in January 2008 and is planned to be 
completed after 30 months.  It is led by Dr. Miguel Miranda of IMEC. The Project Coordinator 
is Dr. Miguel Miranda. Five contractors (STM, ARM, KUL, UoG, UNIBO) participate in the 
project.  The total budget is 2.899 k€. 
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5. Abstract 

The goal of this WP is to develop advanced methodologies and techniques for Statistical 
Analysis all the way from the device level to the system level. The WP also targets 
developing and fully characterizing a limited standard cell library (50-100 cells) for synthesis 
based on restricted design rules for use in WP2, WP3, WP4, and WP5. Novel techniques to 
percolate variability all the way from the device level to the system level shall be developed 
to evaluate the impact that intrinsic variability will have on timing, energy, and yield of the 
complete SoC architecture, including a view on the impact of application-dependent activity. 
Commercial EDA solutions (e.g., fast circuit simulators, SSTA tools, power analysis tools, 
etc) shall be reused in the flow wherever possible in combination with Monte Carlo-based 
simulation techniques. Also considered in this WP is the strategic aspect of the 
standardization of the interfaces between different abstraction levels to enable the 
propagation of variability specific information throughout the design flow in order to 
guarantee the compatibility with existing electronic design simulation/verification tools. 

 

This document is the deliverable D 2.3 comprising variation aware technique descriptions for 
Tasks 2.2-2.4, namely Statistical Characterization of Macro-Blocks, Statistical Analysis of 
Digital Blocks, and Statistical Analysis of SoC Architectures.  
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10. Introduction to WP2 D2.3 

Given the increasing importance of intrinsic variability in electronic design in advanced 
nanometre technologies (i.e., 45nm and 32nm), system designers need to estimate its 
impact on timing (and eventually energy) parametric yield before tape-out in order to meet 
the constraints on system performance (and battery lifetime). This can only be achieved with 
a design framework that percolates the process variability impact on timing and energy 
parameters from the device level (i.e., device compact model) all the way to the Register 
Transfer Level (RTL), also taking into account the effects of application-dependent activity if 
energy is considered. The framework can also be used to study the impact of environmental 
effects like supply voltages and/or temperature fluctuations on reliability and parametric 
ageing, and on the switching time and current amplitudes of the transistors. 

In this work package (WP 2) deliverable D2.3 we developed and various methodologies and 
techniques for Statistical Analysis from a device compact model representative of 32nm 
technology (resulting from WP1) to the system level. We have explicitly targeted a design 
framework that can unify existing commercial and academic tools into a holistic 
analysis/simulation flow. Commercial EDA solutions such as simulators, Statistical Static 
Timing Analysis (SSTA) tools, power analysis tools, etc., can be reused wherever necessary, 
eventually in combination with Monte Carlo-based simulation techniques. The figure clearly 
illustrates that standard cell logic and transistor-level macro blocks require different 
approaches for variability characterization. 

 

10.1. The interaction of WP2 in general and especially D2.3 in other Work Packages 

This WP interacts with other key work packages of this project. Specifically it absorbs inputs 
from WP1 on variation-aware device compact models, representative of the technology 
nodes addressed in this project (e.g., 45nm, 32nm) in the key method of Memory 
Characterization, for standard cell development and the characterisation thereof.  

On the other hand, we developed a 32nm standard cell library that is used heavily in all WP 
that comprise some form of gate level IP synthesis or analysis, i.e. WP4, WP5, and the main 
driver, WP6. We have further identified a Memory Characterization method of choice for this 
project that is used in WP3, WP5, and WP6. These serve the needs for evaluation and 
benchmarking in terms of a variation-aware sensitivity model for trade-offs between 
performance, energy and yield of the overall system.  

 A prior cell characterisation technique defined in the beginning phase of WP2, reported in 
D2.1 and D2.2, to the here presented hybrid flow, was turned out to be impractical for 
application in today’s design team. This had been agreed upon around month 23. This was 
too late for the new contribution on hybrid standard cell characterization to be put in place, 
although it could have been used in the integration WP5. Instead, WP5 and WP6 use an 
alternative technique of the VAM family, with the advantage of timely delivering the required 
techniques for execution of WP5/WP6 and also the possibility to directly absorb WP1-related 
inputs. Nevertheless, the hybrid flow reported here shows extensive benchmarking in this 
deliverable. 

 

10.2. Strategy 

We will often present alternatives for specific techniques. This is useful as it is not always 
clear from the beginning which one will perform the best under the constraints set by later 
stages of the project. It will rather gradually identify one possible solution. This will be seen 
for standard cell characterisation, macro block characterisation, and IP/system level analysis. 
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10.3. Background of WP2 

System architectures in general, comprise IP components and glue logic (typically 
implemented using standard cells, thus it can be treated in the same way as standard cell-
based IP blocks). IP components can include soft and hard macro-blocks, mixed signal or 
analogue circuits. Each of them is specified in a different manner. Soft IP is usually delivered 
as synthesizable RTL code, while hard macros or analogue components as layouts. A 
generic framework for variability propagation should be able to handle all these alternatives. 

The level below system architecture differentiates between IP components built using 
standard cell logic and macro-blocks (e.g. memories, register files, etc.) that exist as 
transistor net-lists or layouts from which the netlist can either be extracted or generated via 
specific compilers (e.g., memory compilers). In case of IP macro-blocks, timing and energy 
are usually characterized using transistor-level simulations and given the increasing 
complexity of the typical macro-blocks in SoC design, fast simulators are usually necessary. 
It is worth noticing that the statistical characterization of macro-blocks, such as memories, is 
significantly more difficult as it is necessary to consider also the parameter spread within the 
block itself. 

In contrast, standard cell logic can be characterized in two steps. The first step is the 
traditional characterization of the standard cell library both for timing and power. The second 
step involves characterizing each library component with statistical techniques (such as 
Monte Carlo) that can capture the impact of variability on timing (and eventually energy). The 
final step is the merging of the statistical properties of the various library cells into a common 
format representation of statistical energy and timing. Statistics at the level of cell library 
needs still to be propagated up for post-synthesis analysis of standard-cell based designs. 
After both the macro-blocks and the standard cell based design have been statistically 
characterized, their statistical properties can be integrated into a unified representation at the 
system level. When energy must also be considered, the correlations between timing and 
energy consumption can be propagated through the different levels of abstraction. 

Particularly important in this WP is standardization of the interfaces to transfer this 
information through different levels of abstraction. Variability propagation from process 
technology to analogue simulations can be done in a number of ways and no standard is 
emerging yet in the industry. Similar considerations apply for the interface between standard 
cell calibration and digital simulation. Existing SSTA solutions use proprietary standards for 
the cell library characterized for variability. Therefore, a unified format is developed for the 
analysis tool, which can capture the IP component energy and timing statistics. An own 
deliverable, D2.4 is dedicated to the description of the new variation format. 
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Figure 1: Overview of a bottom-up analysis/simulation flow for percolating 
sensitivities to intrinsic variability from the device level to the system level, across 
the existing electronic design abstraction levels. The input of the flow is a 
representation of variability by means of a device compact models resulting from 
WP1, and the output is a cost model of the complete system for yield versus timing 
versus energy trade-off analysis. 
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11. Statistical Characterization of Standard Cell Libraries 

Three parallel approaches to this topic were investigated. While the first one was mainly 
used by UoG in order to validate their contribution on the models, the other two were 
considered as possible candidates for use in WP5, WP6. As it turned out, both lead either to 
inaccurate or impractical results, issues that were fixed in the project, and reported here, but 
not in accordance with project timing requirements. For this reason, the consortium agreed to 
resort to yet another method, imec’s VAM for the integration and benchmarking work-
packages (WP5, WP6, where VAM itself is also described), and to describe as planned the 
original, and improved methods with benchmarking results, here in D2.3. 

11.1. Statistical Characterisation of Standard Cell Libraries 

In deliverable 2.2, UoG developed a characterisation testbed, automatically generated for the 
cell-under-test, which drives cell inputs from a buffering inverter chain and applies a realistic 
cell load. Both cell timing and energy consumption per transition can be tested for all input 
vectors, although propagation delays were limited to the 50% points of the signals. The 
methodology was demonstrated on a statistical ensemble of 50k 2-input NAND gate cells 
and average energy per transition and leakage vs. cell propagation delay statistical 
distributions produced for this test problem.  

Extending this work, UoG (in association with Southampton University as part of the EPSRC 
NanoCMOS project) developed a methodology to perform statistical characterisation of 
standard cell libraries with commercial non-statistical ECAD tools. Limitations in the dynamic 
characterisation of compact models – and indeed in BSIM family of compact models itself – 
with respect to parasitic capacitances were highlighted as part of this process. The compact 
model extraction methodology was therefore optimised to generate more accurate parasitic 
and internal capacitances for the BSIM model family, and the methodology extended to PSP 
compact models [i]. 

As a result of the improved precision of these ‘gold standard’ simulations for timing, it was 
possible to reliably correlate results from the simulation testbed against the far simpler non-
linear delay model (NLDM) characterisation techniques prevalent in industry. In modern, 
highly scaled, CMOS digital circuits, not only the drive current, but the full transistor IV 
characteristic plays an important role during switching. The circuit switching trajectory is 
strongly influenced by both input slew rate (an averaged single parameter) and by the non-
linear nature of the actual input signal [ii]. Since the impact of statistical variability on device 
characteristics is bias dependent, the shape of the input waveform can modify the statistical 
behaviour of the output characteristics. It is important therefore to analyse the usefulness of 
NLDM for highly scaled devices [iii], and of the impact of different NLDM parameter 
extraction strategies on the accuracy of simple cell timing. In addition, the analysis forms a 
first step in comparing the ‘gold standard’ against Constant Current Source models, which 
promise accuracy more comparable to full SPICE simulation, with calculation time 
comparable with NLDM. 

35 nm gate length n and p MOSFETs which closely match published 45 nm technology 
generation devices [iv] are chosen for the simulations. Careful ITRS based scaling of key 
device dimensions generates predictive 25 nm gate length devices as shown below. Lg is the 
printed gate length of the device, EOT is the equivalent (electrical) oxide thickness, Xj is 
junction depth, Ngate is gate doping concentration, Nsub is the substrate doping concentration 
and Nsd is source and drain doping concentration [v].BSIM4 compact model parameters were 
extracted for these devices which gave less than 3% RMS error between SPICE and TCAD 
simulation for both ID-VG and ID-VD characteristics, with special attention paid to internal 
parasitic capacitance extraction. 
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Table 1: Key scaling dimensions for 35 and 25 nm devices. 

Lg [nm] 35 25 

Type p n p N 

EOT [nm] 1 1 0.9 0.9 

Xj [nm] 50 20 40 15 

Ngate [cm-3] 1x1020 2.5x1020 1x1020 2.5x1020 

Nsub [cm-3] 3.5x1018 3.5x1018 9x1018 6x1018 

Nsd [cm-3] 1x1020 1x1020 1x1020 1x1020 

 

The characterisation testbed, which chains a number of nominal devices before and after the 
inverter circuit under test (CUT) in order that realistic inputs and loads are applied to it, was 
used to compare the results of detailed SPICE simulations against NLDM style simulations 
with idealised liner input slews, where slew rates in the NLDM calculations were obtained 
from the 10/90%, 20/80%, 30/70% and 40/60% points of the fully SPICE simulated results. 
The DUT used width 2 n- and width 4 p-MOS devices. The figure below shows a typical 
transient response of the CUT, in this case matched to the driver and load with fan-in and 
fan-out both 1. Results with lightly and heavily loaded circuits, with fan-in/fan-out ratios of 8 
and 1/8 were also investigated. As expected, for lightly loaded and balanced CUTs, the 
waveforms are close to linear around the 40/60% and 30/70% regimes, becoming more non-
linear around the 10/90% regime, thus decreasing the extracted slew rate. For the heavily 
loaded CUT, non-linearity becomes noticeable even at the 30/70% points, although counter-
intuitively, the magnitude of the slew rate for heavily loaded CUTs is slightly higher (4%) than 
that of balanced CUTs. Because of the larger capacitive loading, the CUT spends more of its 
time during the transient with devices in saturation, improving its overall slew. This result 
demonstrates the importance of modelling such loads accurately. 

 

 

Figure 2: Switching voltages and currents for an inverter (fan-in = fan-out = 1). The 
falling input transition rate is determined from 90-10%, 80-20%, 70-30% and 60-40% 
trip points of the waveforms based on detailed SPICE simulation. Dash-dash lines 

represent p-MOSFET drain current and dash-dot-dot-dash lines represent n-MOSFET 
drain current. 
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The table and figure below give results for propagation delays in 35 and 25 nm devices 
under various CUT loadings, and the percentage errors in propagation delays between the 
full SPICE simulation and the SPICE simulation assuming idealised slews. Errors in the 
NLDM technique range up to 8.6% for fan-in/fan-out = 1, to above 10% for fan-in/fan-out of 8. 
Sensitivity of the input slew rate value decreases with higher load, when the output transition 
dominates the total propagation delay of the inverter, and inverters employing 25 nm gate 
length devices show slightly greater than 1% higher percentage errors compared to their 
35 nm counterparts. 

 

Table 2: Propagation delay, TDHL (falling output transition) of inverter with 35 nm and 
25 nm gate length devices. 

 35 nm 25 nm 

 FI = 8 Balanced FO = 8 FI = 8 Balanced FO = 8 

Full SPICE 3.630 ps 4.138 ps 13.251 ps 2.855 ps 3.345 ps 10.828 ps 

9010 3.512 ps 4.126 ps 12.759 ps 2.752 ps 3.288 ps 10.350 ps 

8020 3.426 ps 3.907 ps 12.753 ps 2.681 ps 3.135 ps 10.280 ps 

7030 3.390 ps 3.872 ps 12.656 ps 2.660 ps 3.071 ps 10.220 ps 

6040 3.390 ps 3.835 ps 12.616 ps 2.589 ps 3.070 ps 10.210 ps 

 

 

Figure 3: Percentage error of propagation delay, TDHL (above) and TDLH (below) wrt 
input slew trip points. Solid line represents the 35 nm device data and dashed line 

represents the 25 nm data. 
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Finally, the figure below shows initial results of the variability over a statistical ensemble of 
CUTs for differing nominal input signal slews and output loading. As noted above, higher 
output loadings ensure that the transistors spend a greater proportion of their time in the 
saturation regime, during a transient switching event. This decreases the variability (for a 
50 ps input transition) by a factor of three, confirming the necessity of accurate circuit 
simulation in characterising cells in relation to variability.  

 

 

Figure 4: Inverter rise time delay and variability for differing nominal input signal 
slews and output loading.  

 

Having confirmed the reliability of our methodology, future work will consist of obtaining a 
realistic set of basic standard cells from collaborators ARM, comparing full statistical 
simulations using our ‘gold standard’ technique against non-linear delay and current source 
models for these cells. 

 

11.2. Standard Cell Characterisation with Existing Statistical Characteriser Tools  

To perform an analysis of a full system one step is to get characterize the statistical behavior 
of a complete library. Obviously the characterization of a simple standard cell is easy and 
can be done using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The following graph provides the relative 
variations for a single inverter, a chain of 10 and 50 inverters analyzed using MC Hspice 
simulations (Figure 5). 

This type of analysis can therefore allow analysing some critical paths. These types of MC 
analysis can give us access to a rough evaluation of how a full system will behave. Let’s 
imagine the system has a given number of critical paths. The speed of the design will be 
limited by the worst case one. The following figure shows the distribution of the worst case 
path we have 1, 10 and 20 critical paths limiting the design speed (Figure 6). 
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Figure 5: Relative distribution of the transition delay for inverter chains with different 
number of cells 
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Figure 6: Distribution of worst case delay time for 1, 10 and 20 parallel critical paths. 
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The MC spice simulation is becoming exponentially “heavier” with the number of transistors. 
What is more as soon as cell is becoming complicated like latch and flip-flops the statistical 
analysis of figure of merits like set-ups and holds needs to carry out more complex 
methodologies. We will use the MC spice simulation as a reference characterization as task 
5.4 when developing the ARM reference flow.  

Looking at the industry standards we have installed and used commercial SSTA tools: 
Silicon Smart from MAGMA (SiS). To do this we modified the spice models to get access of 
the variability information from outside the transistors spices models. The process is 
described in the following figure. 

 

Figure 7: Adaptation of spice models for use in SSTA tools. 

 

Using SiS we could do multiple trials of library characterizations. Thanks to the reference 
validation flow we have developed in WP5 we could challenge MAGMA and improve the SiS 
accuracy.  

Faced to accuracy issues with this flow at the beginning of the project we deployed in task 
5.4 the VAM flow from IMEC in a production environment. Using this flow we could generate 
different statistical aware libraries. To fuel the assessment work in WP6 we planned the 
characterization of the 80 cells library for the conditions shown in the following table. 

 

Table 3: Origin of statistical Spice Models 

Origin of the Statistical 
models 

Variations Temperature Voltage 

IBM spice Local and Global -40C, 25 C,125C 0.9V and 1.1V 

UoG injectors  

(WP1 and WP2 inputs) 

Local -40C, 125C 0.9V, 1.1V 

ST injectors (WP2 input) Local 125C 0.9V 

 

 The characterization work carried out in this work package has enabled the work done in 
WP5 when evaluating the integration of the statistical flows. It will directly feed the 
evaluations and assessments carried out in WP6 by providing variability information on the 
systems. 
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11.3. Standard Cell Characterisation for Use in Hybrid Flow 

Local random mismatch is a potential bottleneck to increase design working frequency. 
Mismatch requires extra margins for skew and pulse width, thus impacting achievable 
performance. Using larger cell size to reduce mismatch conflicts with tight area and power 
constraints. In the reporting period at ST I, we have developed a local random mismatch-
aware Static Timing Analysis (STA) technique that can provide a bridge between traditional 
Deterministic STA (DSTA) and Statistical Static Timing Analysis (SSTA), in the frame of the 
Hybrid Statistical Analysis flow concept proposed in Task 2.3. 

Random mismatch can cause difference in electrical characteristics of devices with identical 
geometry, layout, and neighbourhood. This difference creates an uncertainty in timing 
properties of two identical paths requiring extra margins in DSTA to ensure a working design. 
The approach of handling variations in DSTA is to use percentage margins. However, the 
contribution of mismatch to delay variations (in %) decreases with increasing path length as it 
was demonstrated in the activities carried out in WP2. Moreover, there is a shift in average 
value of mismatch impact caused by non-linear delay relationship in sub-threshold region 
that can increase pessimism when using simple margins. 

We characterized the impact of mismatch at cell level and used it to predict the mismatch 
impact on paths for digital clock networks within 10% error margin that in absolute terms is 
within few picoseconds. This mismatch characterization activity is focused on including the 
mismatch impact in clock-tree network design. The approach can be implemented in current 
timing analysis tools using inputs from DSTA. 

Being local random mismatch a random phenomenon, it was supposed to cancel out along a 
timing path and thus have no overall impact on design timing. However, as it was 
demonstrated in the activities carried out in WP2 in the previous reporting period, the 
increasing magnitude of mismatch does not average out completely with practical path 
lengths. The residual amount depends on cell type and chain length. Mismatch is a fully 
random within-die (WID) phenomenon and cannot be modelled or included in DSTA corners. 
The standard approach to handle mismatch would be through cell margins in corner 
conditions (de-rating factors). However, it was demonstrated in WP2 that traditional margins 
can be either pessimistic or risky. Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) designs 
today are working at GHz frequencies and even 10’s of picoseconds are important. Using 
simple margins may cause a significant waste of achievable performance. 

In the reporting period, we have developed an approach to calculate the impact of mismatch 
on clock-tree parameters, and we used this approach to derive advanced margins in STA. 
Clock network design affects the worst-case clock frequency and thus determines the 
pass/fail conditions for ASIC chips. Moreover, clock-trees are designed under restrictive 
conditions of cell type, cell size, and slew and thus make an easy test bed. The developed 
approach builds on a mainstream DSTA technique and thus is easily implementable in 
current design flow. Using DSTA inputs, the computation time using scripts will add minimal 
overheads. The characterization is robust against small process changes that can affect 
SSTA characterization based on process parameters. Most fabrication changes improve 
product reliability and yield rather than performance and as such does not affect mismatch 
on delay. Statistical timing characterization typically requires foundry information and need 
multiple days of computation time on server farms (see the results presented in WP2). 
However, the proposed method is based on spice models using very small test circuit and 
thus the required cells can be fully characterized within few hours and does not require any 
additional foundry information. We also extended the approach to skew and pulse width that 
typically are the limiting factors in presence of local random mismatch. The novelty of this 
approach is to compromise on error margins to enable fast implementation time and minimal 
overheads. The error margins are within acceptable limits. 
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It is well-known that any unaccounted for variation in clock timing can cause a design failure. 
There are three important timing parameters associated with clock paths that are affected by 
WID variations: insertion delay, clock skew, and pulse width. These parameters further 
determine setup time, hold time, clock frequency, and duty cycle at any given node. The 
amount of timing uncertainty added by mismatch for each node depends on path and varies 
from one to next. For that reason, it is difficult to apply a single rule for all paths. Designers 
face two difficulties when faced with mismatch: a) how to reduce the amount of mismatch 
and b) how to contain its effect without adding unnecessary margins. The most obvious 
solution to mismatch reduction is to use large cells everywhere. However, area and power 
constraints inhibit the use of such cells everywhere. Therefore it is important to have per path 
margins. 

Although mismatch variations can be Gaussian due to their random nature, their impact on 
delay is not symmetric. The impact on a slow corner will be higher than a fast corner due to a 
larger supply-to-threshold voltage ratio. The parameters used to describe a distribution are 
average value or nominal value (π) and standard deviation (σ). Along with that mismatch 
introduces a third parameter, average shift (µ). Using these three parameters, we can 
describe the impact of mismatch around a corner, i.e. the statistical (99.7%) maximum and 
the minimum values possible around a given corner. Nominal value refers to the delay at the 
given corner without any mismatch component. Average shift represents the difference in the 
average value of the mismatch delay distribution and the nominal delay. Standard deviation 
determines the impact of mismatch variations. 

 

Methodology 

The results obtained in WP2 in the reporting period are based on spice simulations using 
Monte Carlo (MC) analysis. We used silicon-proven industrial models to characterize the 
impact of mismatch. Standard cells have been taken from 45nm CMOS production library 
(same technology used for previous activity on statistical characterization). We used a 
realistic interconnect model with the resistance to capacitance ratio extracted from industrial 
45nm process for routing interconnects to include slew degradation and have a comparable 
reference of path depth to design size. Slew has a direct relation with mismatch impact as it 
determines the subthreshold region and thus the degree of impact of mismatch variations. 
Realistic clock paths were constructed using automated scripts enforcing clock-tree design 
rules. 

The goal of mismatch-aware STA is to predict the statistical µ±3σ (average shift, standard 
deviation) limits around corner cases. The basic idea is to use mismatch variations of 
individual cells and calculate the impact on a chain built with those cells. The standard 
deviation of a chain (σchain) made of “n” uncorrelated random variables is equal to the root 
mean square addition of the “n” individual standard deviations (σ1, σ2, …) (1). We can 
calculate nominal delay (πchain) and average shift (µchain) of a chain by linearly adding cell 
nominal delays including interconnect delay (π1, π2, …) (3)and average shift (µ1, µ2, …) (2) 
for each cell. Equation (4) and (5) represent the minimum and maximum impact of mismatch 
on a path for a given corner and slew. 

We characterized the cell parameters (µ and σ) using performing Monte Carlo simulation with 
a sample size of 1000. The average shift has a marginal error within Monte Carlo accuracy 
for sample size and standard deviation. Although random variations are uncorrelated, their 
impact on two neighbouring cells may have a small correlation factor due to slew variations 
induced by first cell. Thus, we decided to characterize the mismatch impact on second cell to 
include this slew effect and obtain realistic measures. 
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Whereas nominal delay for a cell at a given slew includes the interconnect delay in our case, 
we can separate it out without affecting the methodology. We used spice analysis to verify 
the numbers. In a theoretical implementation, we can use the input and output slew 
calculated by DSTA tool to estimate the mismatch impact for each cell. The nominal chain 
delay is calculated by the DSTA tool. The cells can be characterized for a given corner to 
obtain a table with input slew and output load as the two axes for parameters, µ and σ. 
Subsequently, using table lookup method, we can calculate the required margins for a path 
with individual cell values. Optimization techniques including mathematical interpolation for 
different slews, sizes and supply voltages can be used to reduce library characterization 
time. We calculated and compared the impact of mismatch on insertion delay, skew, and 
pulse width at different corners and slew rates for three clock buffers with increasing drive 
strength (low, medium, high). The values have been normalized to make the largest x-axis 
value taken as 1 and the y-axis values calculated for the new number to preserve the shape 
of the graph. 

 

Mismatch-aware STA 

 
(1) 

 (2) 

 (3) 

 (4) 

 (5) 

We calculated the impact of mismatch on different configurations through our approach using 
cell characterized mismatch and then extracted the same in spice paths. The normalized 
µ±3σ limits along a path have been compared and plotted in following graphs. Calculated 
mismatch has a good accuracy for most paths except for initial stage where the variation 
characteristics are smaller due to non-varying input pulse. There is a small error (in absolute 
term) in average shift within Monte Carlo accuracy. The calculated mismatch on delay for a 
clock path agrees well with the observed mismatch for different drives ranging from low to 
high (Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10) at a given corner and slew (slow corner and 55ps slew).  

We calculated the impact of different slews (55ps – Figure 8, 100ps – Figure 11) on a path 
and compared with the observed value. The approach still maintains the required accuracy. 
ASIC CAD tools synthesize clock networks typically by maintaining a constant slew along a 
path. The load factor from one drive to another will change to maintain this slew. 

STA differentiates between different corners through characterization files. To be consistent, 
we compared the mismatch impact between calculated values from our approach and 
observed values from simulation for a path on different corners (slow corner – Figure 8, fast 
corner – Figure 12). A clock network also requires characterization of skew and pulse width 
to be able to validate its functionality. Skew is simply the difference in delay of two paths. For 
two balanced paths, the cells should have same standard deviation of their respective 
delays. The average shift seen by both paths should be same and thus cancel out. 
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Figure 8: Delay mismatch for low drive chain at slow corner (55ps slew) 
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Figure 9: Delay mismatch for medium drive chain at slow corner (55ps slew) 
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High Drive Buffer @ SS,55ps
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Figure 10: Delay mismatch for high drive chain at slow corner (55ps slew) 
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Figure 11: Delay mismatch for low drive chain at slow corner (100ps slew) 
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Figure 12: Delay mismatch for low drive chain at fast corner (55ps slew) 
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Figure 13: Skew mismatch for low drive chain at slow corner 
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Low Drive Buffer Pulse Width 
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Figure 14: Pulse mismatch for low drive chain at slow corner 
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Figure 15: Delay mismatch for mixed drive chain at slow corner (55ps slew) 
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Moreover, standard deviation of difference of two random independent variables (σskew) is 
equal to the sum of their individual standard deviations (σpath1, σpath2). Using (6) and (7), we 
calculated the mismatch impact on skew and compared it with the simulated value for a low 
drive buffer path at slow corner (Figure 13). Pulse width is similar to skew as in it is the 
difference in delay of two edges for a path. Thus, a similar approach can be used for pulse 
width where the two path delays are replaced by delay for two edges (σrise, σfall) to obtain the 
pulse standard deviation (σpulse). However, the average shift for two edges will be different 
because of different transistor sizes in their respective paths. As such, the net average shift 
for the pulse (µpulse) will be a difference in rise and fall average shifts (µrise, µfall). Using (8) and 
(9), we calculated the impact of mismatch on pulse width and compared with the extracted 
value for a low drive buffer path at slow corner (Figure 14). We validated the approach for 
delay on a mixed drive path also (Figure 15). 

We obtained a good level of accuracy through mismatch aware STA to calculate the impact 
of mismatch on different parameters in a clock path. Verification using Monte Carlo 
simulations on different configurations validates the said approach. The given approach can 
be easily implemented in current design flows with small overheads. 

 
(6) 

 (7) 

 
(8) 

 (9) 

12. Statistical Analysis of Digital Blocks 

This Section describes the remaining activities in Task 2.3, i.e. a Hybrid (corner/statistical) 
Statistical Analysis flow for Digital Blocks. It uses inputs from WP1, Task 2.1.2, and is 
benchmarked in Task 2.4, Chapter 14 of this document. 

Statistical analysis solutions for random within-die (WID) variations available today are quite 
complex for an effective industrial exploitation. Most approaches for WID variations are 
focused on systematic mismatch, which can be ameliorated by means of manufacturing-
driven improvements (regularity, restricted design rules, resolution enhancement 
techniques). In REALITY we demonstrated that Statistical Static Timing Analysis (SSTA) is a 
good estimator of random WID variations, but in general, it lacks ease of deployment in an 
industrial environment, and requires a lot of efforts to characterize the statistical libraries, as 
it was demonstrated with the work previously carried out in WP2. Moreover, it also true that 
chip designers in an industrial environment, who have to satisfy tough turn-around-time 
requirements, and have to meet strict time-to-market windows dictated by an increasingly 
fierce competition, do not want to change the traditional sign-off methodology for timing 
verification based on deterministic static timing analysis. 

Therefore, it is necessary to develop a rapidly deployable solution based on existing and 
reliable commercial CAD tools and an industrial digital design flow, which also uses industrial 
models to reduce the impact of random intra-die variations at the cell level. Moreover, it is 
necessary to define the basic set of process parameters to effectively characterize the 
standard cell libraries. The objective of this activity (Task 2.3) is to develop a hybrid statistical 
analysis flow based on commercial Deterministic Static Timing Analysis (DSTA) tools and a 
new technique to consider the impact of random WID variations (i.e., device mismatch 
characterized in Task 2.1.2).  
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By means of this approach it will be possible to analyze the local random variations without 
using the traditional design margins (based on de-rating factors) that we demonstrated with 
the previous work in WP2 to be either pessimistic or risky. The hybrid flow will allow reducing 
the design margins and removing some pessimism, without changing the digital sign-off flow 
and methodology. To enable this hybrid flow, new techniques to characterize statistical 
libraries including the contribution of local device mismatch have been defined and 
developed. Furthermore, new characterization techniques based on innovative algorithms 
will be developed and exploited, in order to avoid running a full Monte Carlo analysis, which 
is extremely time-consuming as it was demonstrated by the previous work carried out in 
WP2. 

The Hybrid Statistical Timing Analysis (HSTA) flow developed during the reporting period is 
outlined in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Hybrid statistical analysis flow 

A traditional DSTA-based on corners is carried out using the tools currently available in the 
digital sign-off flow. Based on the results obtained in WP2, where we demonstrated that this 
approach introduces unnecessary design margins, we developed a statistical-based 
technique to remove part of this pessimism. After DSTA, we considered the critical paths 
violating the timing constraints and also we considered those paths that were “potentially” 
critical, i.e., whose timing slack was very small and subject to the detrimental impact of 
process variability. During this analysis, OCVs were taken into account by means of derating 
factors (which can be overly pessimistic as it was demonstrated during the previous WP2 
activities). 

After selecting the critical/violating paths, on one side we reduced the OCV margins (based 
on process variability data) and we also carried out a path-based SSTA (HSTA) based on the 
statistical libraries characterized in Task 2.1.2. Following this approach it was possible to 
single out the paths which were most critical, to carefully analyze them considering the 
random WID variations, and to optimize those paths by removing the timing violations without 
taking unnecessary margins. 

13. Statistical Characterization of Macro-Blocks 

Two different contributions were investigated in this task. Interestingly, though stemming 
from independent contributions in the literature, they share similarities in how to handle the 
statistical peculiarities stemming from process variations in array-type of circuits. Two phases 
are used during memory characterisation in both approaches: a phase one that uses 
accurate simulators on memory fragments, and a numerical algorithm to approximate 
variations on array level based on phase one.  
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The first contribution identifies the usefulness of a statistical memory characterisation tool, 
MemoryVAM that can be used for the design and sign-off of the memory test vehicle, as 
done in WP3, whereas the second contribution is useful to predict certain stability metrics. 
However, the latter could be developed further to produces the required .lib (liberty) level 
information. 

13.1. Statistical Memory Characterisation and Analysis using MemoryVAM 

A variability analysis tool has two major functions: It should characterize an existing memory 
and it should help in the design of a memory. The tool should also fit in the existing design 
flow. 

 

13.1.1. A variability analysis tool for memory characterization 

The tool should be able to analyze an existing memory and extract all data necessary to use 
the memory IP in a higher level of design. This data is typically stored in a ‘.lib’ file. The 
format of these ‘.lib’ file should be extended to be able to include variability data. This data 
includes parameters such as delay, setup time or energy use and their distributions. 

The tool should be capable to compare different designs, and thus needs to work more or 
less independent of the memory under testing. 

 

13.1.2. A variability analysis tool for memory design 

As memories are sensitive semi-analogue circuits with a very large number of (minimal) 
transistors in the critical path, they are highly vulnerable to variability. The constraints 
imposed by this fact should be incorporated in the design process from the first stage on. 
The design flow/tools currently used do not (or too little) consider this. This section tries to 
define the most important aspects of variability that should be included in a design flow for 
memories. 

Firstly, the impact of variability on most vulnerable parts of a memory should be modelled in 
some detail. Examples of such circuits are cells and sense amplifiers. The correct modelling 
of the far tail ends (> 6σ) of distributions of parameters such as sense amplifier offset and  
cell static noise margins has a big impact on the usability of the predictions made. 

Other, less sensitive parts of the memory, such as word line drivers and control logic, can still 
have a profound impact on memory speed and stability. These effects should be included in 
the analysis without introducing to much simulation or design overhead. 

An important, but more difficult aspect that should be included in the variability impact 
analysis is the interaction between different memory sub blocks. An example is the impact on 
cell stability when the rise time of a word line has changed. 

A typical property of a memory is it regular structure and its size. The size seems to be a 
limiting factor for an integral analysis. The regularity however gives some opportunities which 
are typical for memories which need to be used in order to successfully model the memory. 
The modelling tool should be able to understand the structure of the memory:  What are the 
multiplicities of the different blocks and the topology? Which cells can interact with which 
sense amplifiers? Which cells can be replaced by redundant circuits? 

Calibration is a new technique commonly used in memory design. By using calibration circuit 
behaviour is dynamically altered by changing some ‘switches’ resulting in changes in the 
parameter distributions of certain sub blocks. The calibration process can exist in a special 
procedure or algorithm and should be included in the analysis in order to give correct results. 
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13.1.3. Existing tools 

As variability analysis is a hot item, different tools and methods are made for this purpose. 
Table 4 gives an overview of some published variability analysis methods for memories. 
Most of them only consider a SRAM cell and do not consider the interaction with other 
elements in the memory which are also affected by variations. Only the three last methods 
consider interactions between different blocks, mostly only between cell and sense amplifier. 
The ARM and Imec approach also consider the memory topology. This means the take into 
account which parts of the memory can be connected in one memory access. This limits 
overdesign caused by pessimistically assuming that the worst case cell will always be 
connected to the worst case word line driver and sense amplifier. 

PDF shift relates to reproduction of the extreme value effect introduced by the MAX or MIN 
operator selecting the worst of a multitude of paths. 

Table 4: Recently published variability analysis methods for memories 

Author Proceedings Interactions Approach PDF shift Topology 

U Purdue TCAD2005 No (Cell) Analytic NO limited 

IBM-1
U Virginia / CMU

DAC2006
ESSCIRC2007

No (Cell) Empiric NO NO 

IBM-2
U MICH

DAC2006
DATE2010

No (Cell) Analytic NO NO 

PDF Sol. / CMU 
Intel

DAC2009
SPIE2008

No (Cell) Combined NO NO 

ARM DATE2007 Cell, Sense Amp Combined YES YES 

MIT DATE2010 Cell, Sense Amp Combined YES ? 

Imec DATE2010 / DAC2010 All Combined YES YES 

As the time budget does not allow the creation of a new tool, the already existing MVAM is 
used to analyze the memory as it aggress the most closely with the specifications set forth in 
the previous section. 

The tool created by Imec is called the memory variability aware modelling tool (MVAM). It 
uses two phases: Phase 1 uses commercial available simulators such as spice or spectre to 
create a set of variability data for the different subcircuits. In a second phase, this data is 
analytically combined, taking into account the topology of the memory. 

MVAM considers variability for all components of the memory, and correctly combines their 
statistics to obtain global statistical information based on the memory topology. It is fully 
capable of catching most subtleties of the interaction between varying subblocks. Calibration 
is not taken into account directly. 

Figure 17 shows an illustration of an analysis performed by MVAM. It shows the access time 
for different cells in a memory. As the rows and columns clearly show up, the influence of 
both word line drivers and sense amplifiers is clear. 
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Figure 17 Example of MVAM analysis 

 

13.1.4. How does it work? 

Using MVAM requires some additional work to be done. It needs a ‘sliced’ netlist i.e. a netlist 
containing only one cell access path and the circuits needed to keep the environment 
identical (‘dummies’). This is necessary to preserve a reasonable simulation time.  

Secondly, MVAM needs a file (the island definitions) defining the topology of the memory and 
the multiplicity of all components for the statistical post processing. Finally, MVAM needs 
some test bench definition to simulate a memory access and to extract the necessary data. 
The work done for this extraction can be found in more detail in D3.2.2bis. 

 

13.2. Statistical Memory Analysis using Extreme Value Distributions 

The functionality of a SRAM array is determined by the worst case behavior of the SRAM 
cells. As a consequence, the statistical analysis of the SRAM array needs to address and 
model this worst case comportment.  

The worst case statistics of a worst case system has already interested mathematicians for a 
long time for its applications in meteorology and finance. Looking at the obvious failure of the 
methods used in the finance era we took at the starting point the work done in hydrology to 
forecast the flood risks. There work is based on the Extreme Value Theory (EVT). 

The EVT is a scary word to indeed designate a complex mathematical concept which is 
finally simple to apply. The idea of extreme value statistics is quite new: for the French 
speaking reader a document from Gumbel gives a good introduction. 

In the statistical domain the well known central limit theorem states that for a given random 
variable X, the distribution of the average value of n realizations will have a normal 
distribution. Mathematically speaking, if (X1; X2,.. Xn) are n independent random variables, if 
µ is the mean value of Xn and σ the standard deviation, Sn= X1+X2+...+Xn will follow a normal 

distribution ( )σ⋅⋅ nµnN , . This theorem is widely used in the industry and generally leads 

the engineer to think any variable has a normal distribution. This is roughly true when a small 
number of elements is addressed. The extreme value theory generalized this idea to the 
distribution of the minimum and the maximum occurrence and tries to define a low for the 
worst case and best case results of a given realization of a random variable.  
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To try to understand the initial concepts, if we simply focus on a random variable X following 
a normal distribution N(0,1) we know that the probability that one variable is below a given 

value x is ( ) ( )∫ ∞−

− ⋅=
x

x dxxG
2

2

exp
2

1

π
. The probability density function is 

( ) ( )
2

2

exp
2

1
xxg −=

π
. If we have n independent variables (X1; X2,.. Xn) the probability that all 

the variables are higher than x is given by G(x)n. As a consequence the probability that the 
highest value max(X1; X2,.. Xn) in the n variable is lower than a given x is G(x)n: all the 
variable are lower than x. The probability density function is n.g(x)G(x)n-1. The previous 
equation gives the exact density probability for the worst case value of a normal distribution 
function. The shape is shown in the following graph for different n values. To get the 
probability function of a minimum you can replace G(x) by 1-G(x). 
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Figure 18: Cumulative distribution for worst case variables 
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Figure 19: Cumulative distribution for worst case variables 
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Assuming the initial distribution of our variable is known, the worst case probability of the 
system can easily be computed using the former analysis. To go further Gumbel has 
demonstrated in 1935 that the worst case distribution of random variable with an initial 
unknown probability density function exponentially decreasing when the variable approaches 

infinity follows a given cumulative probability of the following form: ( )
( )

β
µ

βµ
X

eexF
−

−=;; . This 

distribution is known as the Gumbel distribution. 

The initial conditions set by Gumbel are still restrictive and some works have leaded to 
different other forms of distributions depending on the initial conditions. Jenkinson in 1955 
has unified all the approaches in one single function generalized form known as Generalized 
Extreme Value Theory (GEV). The cumulative probability of the distribution has the following 
form: 

( ) ( )( )[ ]k

s

xxk
skxxP

/1

0
01exp;;;

−⋅−−= . Depending on the x0, k and s parameters we can access 

to any form of extreme value function, especially when k�0, we get the previously seen 
Gumbel distribution. 

The final step is to access the parameter of our distribution from given samples. Hosking, 
Wallis and Wood in 1985 have used the probability-weighted-moments (PWM) for the 
estimation of the parameters. Let’s take the example of N samples containing m elements 
(Y1, Y2,… Ym). We can define xi=max(Y1, Y2,… Ym) for the N samples. Let’s sort the extreme 
values: x1<x2<…<xN. We can now define the estimators of the moments of the distributions of 

the xi variables as: ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )∑

=

⋅
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estimators of the x0, k and s parameters as follows: 
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Where ( ) ∫
∞

−− ⋅=Γ
0

1
dtetz

tz
is the well known gamma function implemented in any mathematic 

library. 

We will use these concepts in the following paragraphs to develop our methodology, first on 
the read margin of our memory. From an initial investigation we will inject the worst case 
information in a spice simulation to simulate a read worst case behaviour of our memory 
array. The methodology leads to the development of a push button tool ready to use for the 
designers. Investigations have also been carried out on the write margin opening additional 
discussions and issues.  

13.2.1. Statistical Read Margin Methodology 

The following analyses have been made on a low power 45nm SRAM cell. The cell was 
specifically interesting for showing extreme performances. The analysis started with a 
traditional Monte Carlo simulation using the Hspice models from the foundry at 0.7v 85C. 
The results of the Monte Carlo simulations lead to the following distribution (Figure 20). 
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At first sight the distribution seems to match quite well with a normal distribution. However, 
when having a closer look at the tail of the distribution we can see a slight discrepancy 
between the normal and the actual distribution. When computing the worst case behavior 
assuming the probability is normal with the former formulas taking samples of 256 cells and 
extracting we get the following probability density function (Figure 21). 

What is interesting to stress on this graph is the fact that there is a non negligible probability 
that the worst case cell has a negative read current. When computing the yield of the full 
array with this information we get a best yield less than 1 even when increasing the read 
delay. 

Applying the Jenkinson GEV function to the same population we finally get the following 
curves (Figure 22). 
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Figure 20: Comparison of simulated and normal distribution of read current 
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Figure 21: Distribution of worst case current out of 256 cells for normal distribution 
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Figure 22: Comparison of normal and GEV distributions 
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The probability density function is much more coherent now. On this graph we can also see 
that the distribution is bounded in the highest values. Even though the probability for a 
negative read value is very weak, it is mathematically still not zero. 

To analyze the complete memory cut we now need to look at the architecture of the system. 
Whichever SRAM block you study you will always find a given number N of cells in a column, 
k columns linked through a multiplexer (MUX) to a Sensing system (SA) and a Self Timing 
Path (STP) defining the delay when to trigger the read enable signal in the Sense Amplifier, 
cf. Figure 23. 

Since the self timing path is composed of a number of delay cells each demonstrating a low 
variability we can neglect at first approximation its variability: we have measured on our 

example %8.0<
delay

delayσ
. We will therefore focus on the variability of the SA and the Cells. 

The read current worst case has already been analysed in a first step. To assess the SA 
variability we need to make a sensitivity analysis using multiple Monte Carlo runs. We can 
get out of this simulation the probability of failure of a read process given a differential 
voltage between the two bitlines linked to the SA. For a typical sense amplifier we therefore 
get the results shown in the following graph (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 23: Architecture of a SRAM array 
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Figure 24: Sense amplifier sensitivity curve, measured and normal approximation 

On this particular system the normal approximation is quite accurate. The sensitivity of the 
Sense Amplifier can be defined as the sigma of the normal distribution that fits the curve: 
let’s name it “s”.In this graph we can see that our sense amplifier has no offset due to any 
layout consideration since the probability to get the right data if the differential voltage on the 
bitlines is 0 is equal to ½. We have done this analysis on an ideal schematic. However in the 
development phase of the SRAM array extracted netlists can be used and might 
demonstrate the Sense Amplifier in not balanced. If we can get enough margin from the read 
delay no improvement needs to be done on the layouts but if the sensitivity of the SA is 
limiting the system speed we shall need to modify our layouts to correct the effects. In some 
cases dummy structures should be added to create a regular layout. 

Using the two previous analytical data on the worst case cell current and on the sense 
amplifier sensitivity we can now compute the system yield with respect to its target speed. 

Let us define τ the delay between the start of the read process and the start of the sensing. If 
C is the capacitance of the bitlines, the differential voltage we get at the input of the sense 

amplifier is 
C

I
v read τ

δ
×

= . The probability of a read failure is now given by s
v

e
s

2

2

2

1
δ

π

−

 and 

the probability for the worst case cell to have a read current higher than a value I is: 

( ) ( )( )[ ]k

s

xik

skx iJ
/1

,,
0

0
1exp1

−⋅−−−= . This leads to an evaluation of the yield of the system. 

The following graph shows the yield analysis for the cell we studied with variations coming 
from special repair schemes we put in place to enhance the yield of our designs. 
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Figure 25: Evaluation of the failure rate for a 1MB SRAM array including redundancy 
effects 

 

13.2.2. A Designer Ready Methodology 

The previous methodology seems scary to put in use for general designers. Evidently the 
mathematical background might appear esoteric at first sight, but once developed the 
method is quite simple to use. To ease the designer’s work, a push-button software has been 
developed keeping in mind that the ideal situation would be that any user knows what is 
inside the software. The tool is based on an XL sheet and macros.  

In a first page the designer defines the simulation inputs (see Figure 26). 

This page provides all the necessary inputs you need to have for your simulation. It also 
allows easily tracing the simulation environment and conditions you have chosen. For the 
SRAM part, you can either choose to enter the name of the models of the transistor and the 
sizes of each transistor either directly invoke an extracted netlist. The designer has also to 
choose provide information on the studied architecture: number of cell per row, size of the 
multiplexer… We have deliberately separated the information on the Jenkinson worst case 
we want to reach to the architecture since these values allow improving the simulation speed 
vs. simulation trade off. 

For the sense amplifier analysis a predefined netlist is necessary. The designer also has the 
choice to use an initial schematic netlist or a very mature one. The list of tested Vdiff has to 
be manually entered. This generally needs several iterations to find the best settings. Since 
the distribution well approximated by a Normal one, few points are needed for the fitting if 
they are well chosen. 
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PC working path
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Figure 26: Input XL sheet in margining tool 

 

Once all the settings have been done two combo button will launch the different simulations 
on ARM’s computer farm. One combo button starts the data loading process when the 
simulations are finished. The simulation results are loaded on a second XL sheet where the 
necessary fits for the Sense Amplifier sensitivity and the read current probability. The 
following image shows a snapshot of the calculation zone with the given estimators. In this 
specific case, the Sense Amplifier mismatch is quite good: 11.8mV. 

From these values the XL routines automatically compute the yield of the full system given 
the architecture information.  
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mean I 14.62

Sigma I 1.79

11.82581343

b0 10.52

b1 5.41

b2 3.65

k 0.45

s 0.56

x0 10.38

Nvdiff 8 e1 1.46

Err 0.001841049 e2 1.46

error 0.00

N_jenk 30

Vdiff (V) Failure Rate Gauss Approx rank Proba Min of 1.0v 25C Jenkinson Function

1 0.492 0.53369471 1.000 0.033 9.094 0.008

10 0.8 0.801114212 2.000 0.067 9.834 0.106

20 0.964 0.954602182 3.000 0.100 9.880 0.120

30 0.998 0.994406831 4.000 0.133 9.902 0.127

40 1 0.999640764 5.000 0.167 9.934 0.139

50 1 0.999988213 6.000 0.200 9.964 0.150

60 1 0.999999805 7.000 0.233 9.971 0.152

80 1 1 8.000 0.267 10.200 0.260

9.000 0.300 10.282 0.307

10.000 0.333 10.347 0.348
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Calulation Zone
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Figure 27: Results XL sheet in margining tool 

13.2.3. Write Margin Investigations 

The previously shown methods can also apply to other figures of merits. We investigated the 
DC write margin on the same cell. The comparison of the actual measurement and a normal 
distribution shows a good fit again. 

Using the traditional Jenkinson distribution we now see that the Normal distribution is too 
optimistic however the difference between the methodologies is quite small. 

13.2.4. Conclusions 

We have developed a complete Read margining methodology based on the Generalized 
Extreme Value theory. This methodology allows reducing the uncertainty due to some 
inaccurate normal approximation. Since there are very little assumption on the initial 
distribution to use the GEV methodology it can be applied to any figure of merits.  

This work has fueled the integration analysis of WP5 and allows the ARM designers having 
an accurate methodology to assess the future Yield of their designs. What is more it will be 
assessed in WP6 to demonstrate the relevance of a statistical aware margining 
methodology. 
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Figure 28: Comparison of simulated and normal distribution of Write Margin 
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Figure 29: Comparison of normal and Jenkinson distributions of worst case Write 
Margin 
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14. Statistical Analysis of SoC Architectures 

Also in this part, we distinguish two methods. 

14.1. SoC level statistical analysis adapted to hybrid flow 

The hybrid approach developed earlier was used to evaluate the impact of random mismatch 
variations on digital designs in CMOS045LP (45nm low-power) technology. The trial design 
considered is a digital core (Figure 30), whose characteristics are the following: 

� 200K nets; 

� Main clock period (CLK): 2.2ns; 

� Highly tuned for high-speed and low-power; 

� Representative of CPU’s in majority of future ST designs; 

� Main clock insertion delay: about 1.3 ns. 

 

 

Figure 30: Digital core layout 
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The setup slack and hold slack distribution are illustrated in Figure 31 and Figure 32 
respectively, obtained with the hybrid statistical analysis flow (HSTA) shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 31: Setup slack distribution 
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Figure 32: Hold slack distribution 
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2297 setup and 4926 hold path were analyzed. In terms of runtime, overall 1K single path 
per minute was processed on fast machine. Some relevant flow performance data are 
reported in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: Flow performance data 

 Step Host Runtime 

DSTA 
Import data Dual Core Xeon 

3GHz, 16GB 

1m 14s 

Update timing 5m 13s 

HSTA 
Setup (2297 paths) Quad Core Xeon 

3.33GHz, 32GB 

2m 11s 

Hold (4926 paths) 4m 19s 

 

The HSTA flow developed and exercised during the reporting period will be used at ST to 
consider the impact of process variations during timing verification. The preliminary results 
are quite encouraging, both in terms of reduced pessimism and reduced turn-around-time. 

 

14.2. SoC level statistical analysis based on MAXSUM operator 

A SoC comprises high-level components such as processors, memories, accelerators, etc. 
The large majority of SoCs contains well defined register boundaries between any of these 
high-level components. This is not only needed for easy plug\&play IP-level and architectural 
trade-offs but also to alleviate timing closure during the physical design phase. Even when 
the system is optimized across block boundaries during synthesis, these registers remain still 
in the synthesized netlist.  We can therefore formalize the system critical path delay to be the 
maximum of any the critical path of the combinational logic islands between registers, and 
this irrespective of their interconnection pattern: parallel, serial, tree-like etc. This assumption 
is also applicable to each of the multiple voltage islands of a complex SoC even when each 
operating each at different frequencies. The slack available in timing for each of the islands 
refer to the difference between their statistical longest path delay and the cycle-time of the 
frequency associated. 

The system power/energy consumption is the sum of the power/energy consumption of the 
individual components. Here a distinction can be made between leakage power and dynamic 
power consumption. When treated independently, it is better to use power to measure 
leakage and energy for dynamic. Dynamic energy is independent on the clock frequency, 
likewise for leakage power which is also independent of the selected clock frequency. 
Dynamic energy only depends on the operation performed by the circuit namely, the average 
number of times a particular component is being activated during operation of the system for 
a given task and the energy consumed by the component for each of the operations 
performed. This energy can be transformed to dynamic power dissipation only when an 
assumption is made on the operating clock frequency. 

Having concluded that the statistical critical timing of the SoC is the maximum of the timing of 
any of its components, and the statistical energy (for dynamic) and power (for leakage) is the 
sum of their individual energy/power, we can formalize the statistics of the SoC in base of 
two stochastic properties:  

• The Cumulative Density Functions (CDF) of the maximum value of two stochastic 
variables is the product of their CDF;  

• The Probabilistic Density Functions (PDF) of the sum of two stochastic variables is 
the convolution of their PDF. 
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Let’s assume a SoC S with two (sub)components 1, 2 each with a joint longest path delay 
and energy/power stochastic variables: (T1, E1) and (T2, E2); with joint CDFs: F1(t,e) and 
F2(t,e); and joint PDF´s: f1(t,e) and f2(t,e)  (where F(x)=∫f(x)dx). We could compute the 
stochastic longest path delay of the system (TS) as: 

 

[Max{Tk} ≤ t] = fS(t) = f1(t) * F2(t) + F1(t) * f2(t) 

 

We could also compute the stochastic energy/power of the system (ES) defined as: 

 

P[Sum{Ek} ≤ e] = fS(e) = ∫ f1(e-a) * f2(e)da 

 

However propagating the statistical properties of the SoC components to the Integration 
level, comprises simultaneously propagating a joint probability density function for both 
critical path and the energy/power variables. At the SoC level we are mostly interested in 
trade-offs between the two, hence their correlations must also propagate simultaneously. 
This is achieved by applying simultaneously a product-convolution transformation in the two 
joint statistical variables: 

 

F(t,e) = ∫∫ f1(t,e-a) * f2(b,a) + f1(b,e-a) * f2(t,a) da db  

 

The product-convolution transformation is a pair wise operator. However it has the property 
of being commutative and associative. Therefore, applying the transformation to a system 
comprising more than two components e.g. three components would simply require to apply 
it to two the components first and the result to the third of the components. 

We have applied VAM variability analysis flow to our wireless processor and characterized at 
the gate level. We have proceed for the whole processor at once (all 120 Kgates), and for 
each of the five pipeline stages one at a time. The purpose is to compare the statistics 
obtained when simulating the whole processor against the ones obtained by characterizing 
each of the stages and then using the product-convolution to obtain the full processor 
statistics. For this we have used the joint statistics between longest path delay and dynamic 
energy and leakage power respectively. Worth to mention that the five stages of the 
processor have been simulated considering the actual load and driving conditions of each 
stage as present in the complete processor netlist. This is done by reporting an .sdc 
(Synopsys´ Design Constraints) file for each of the stages from the hierarchical netlist report. 

The results are plotted in Figure 33 and Figure 34. The label gate-level refers to the results 
obtained when simulating the complete processor while the label System-level refers to 
simulating each of the stages and the percolating its statistics to the complete architecture 
via the product-convolution. The Figures shows a large accuracy achieved by the product-
convolution technique. This technique "opens the door" for breaking up the complexity 
bottleneck of gate-level statistical analysis techniques for multi-million gate designs by 
allowing a divide-and-conquer analysis approach. 
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Figure 33: Comparison between full gate-level analysis and system-level analysis for 
the VLIW processor: (a) PDF longest path delay; (b) PDF dynamic energy; (c) PDF 

leakage power 
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Figure 34: Comparison between full gate-level analysis and system-level analysis for 
joint PDFs: (a) dynamic energy and longest path delay; (b) leakage power and longest 

path delay  
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The advantage of this approach is that it does not require assumptions on the nature of the 
statistical distributions involved (e.g., Gaussians, Log-Normal or alike) and it can be applied 
to any form of statistical data e.g., from close form PDFs to histograms of plain data samples 
(as in our case). 

 

14.3. Experimental Results 

We have applied the variability modelling flow as described before including the technique for 
SoC analysis to the wireless test vehicle. This way we have been able to percolate variability 
impact all the way up from the device to the processor level. Figure 36 illustrates the joint 
probability density function for the complete VLIW processor between longest path delay and 
energy. Similarly Figure 37 correlates timing with power (both dynamic and leakage). In this 
case leakage power has been transformed into leakage energy by assuming a clock cycle 
equal to the longest path delay and considering the system requires 1714 of these cycles to 
complete one symbol synchronization. This is indeed the total simulation time considered for 
the calculation of dynamic energy during logic simulation. Similarly we can proceed to 
transform dynamic energy into dynamic power dissipation but this time dividing energy by the 
total simulation time. 

The nominal results for longest path delay, dynamic energy and leakage power are about 
8ns, 57pJ and 633uW respectively. They are shown as thick lines in the graphs. Now as we 
use variability, the whole system suffers a significant shift on the mean value for all three 
metrics: longest path delay (+35% - see Figure 35(a) or Figure 37(a), dynamic energy (+35% 
- see Figure 37(b)), and leakage power (+10% - see Figure 37(c)); and a considerable +/-
3sigma spread also in each metric:  longest path delay (52%), dynamic energy (35%) and 
leakage power (10%).   

Having a complete framework for variability impact propagation of correlated timing and 
power metrics enables the co-exploration of the design and manufacturing space. These can 
include  

technology options, like evaluations the impact of high-k metal gates or high/low Vth devices; 
manufacturing options, like restricted design rules; circuit options, like threshold voltage 
assignment in MTCMOS libraries or different circuit architectures; architecture options, like 
memory organization partitioning versus aggregation. We have chosen to perform an 
experiment to evaluate the impact that threshold voltage has in the selection of the device 
type option for our wireless test-vehicle. These are two devices, the already characterized 
300mV low standby device (hereafter called standard Vth option) and an extra faster device 
with 200mV as nominal threshold voltage (hereafter called low Vth option). 

At the top level, the system’s yield is evaluated as a function of its specifications, which are 
expressed as clock frequency, power budget, but also others as supply voltage range, 
temperatures range, etc. 

Iso-yield map or curves: topological slices of the CMF; each level represents the 
corresponding yield in percentage (in our case each level is 10% yield drop/up). We found 
out the method to go to CMF from sample’s data directly without accuracy loses in 
calculation of PMFs: Since the product-convolution operator (MaxSum) operates at PMF’s 
domain, in our framework we were using first proposed flow of statistical data processing. 
Iso-yield map is the highest level diagram of data processing flow. We can easily see the 
trade-off between the clock period, total energy consumption and the yield, and make the 
decisions how to increase the final yield by relaxing the specifications. 
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Figure 38 shows the yield (expressed as the Cumulative Density Function) for each of the 
device options at the full VLIW processor level. Additionally, by performing a horizontal "cut" 
in these curves we can display in Figure 39 an iso-yield map of the system yield as a function 
of clock cycle time and total energy consumption. Note that the more leaky technology 
provides a faster execution for partial yield (less than 100%) while for full 100% yield, the 
standard Vth technology becomes more attractive. The reason is that in our experiment we 
have kept the same amount of variability (60mV) in both options. While this represents 20% 
variability for the 300mV case it becomes 30% variability for the 200mV. Hence the design 
using the low Vth option is more exposed to the impact of variability. This is a counter-
intuitive effect that can only be observed at the top processor level though. This explains the 
need for holistically percolate timing/energy variability to the highest possible level of 
abstraction. 
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Figure 36: Joint PDF for test vehicle correlating different types of energy and longest 
path delay: (a) dynamic, (b) leakage and (c) total  
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Figure 37: Joint PDF for test vehicle correlating different types of power and longest 
path delay: (a) dynamic, (b) leakage and (c) total  
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Figure 38: Joint CDF for correlated energy and cycle time (1/fclk) for two different 
technology options: (a) 300mV Vth; (b) 200mV Vth  
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Figure 39: Iso-yield map for correlated energy and cycle time (1/fclk) for two different 
technology options: (a) 300mV Vth; (b) 200mV Vth 
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15. Conclusions 

In this deliverable we (UOG, KUL, ARM, STM, IMEC) we have reported all remaining 
activities in tasks T2.1.2 up to T2.4 in WP2. Overall we investigated and thoroughly 
benchmarked several techniques for statistical standard cell characterization, statistical 
Macro Block (SRAM) design, analysis and characterization, and Block- and System level 
analysis.  

The methods of D2.3 are directly using WP1- and WP2-related inputs (models, variability 
models, standard cell libraries) and the results are re-used either WP2-internal (hybrid 
characterisation flow to hybrid block level flow to hybrid system level analysis) or in other 
parts of the REALITY project (WP3 – memory design), WP 5 – integration, WP6 - 
benchmarking 

. 
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